Full of such intimate anecdotes, this
is a wonderful biography. It is detailed,
informed, and vivid. Its subject led a
long, richly-peopled life, and Anne
Chisholm and Michael Davie do an admirable job of explaining Beaverbrook’s
often murky role in events like Edward
VII’s abdication (the King once called
Beaverbrook at the offices of the Daily
News in New York to seek advice).
An assiduous friend to the great,
Beaverbrook had his own retainers. Chief
among these was ’the suave glutton, pathological spendthrift, and femme fatale-bait
nonpareil Valentine Castlerosse, son of
the relatively impoverished Catholic Earl
of Kenmare. Lord Castlerosse met
Beaverbrook during World War I, and
later became his procurer and court jester.
His appealing mixture of the abject and
insolent was calculated to appeal to the
Presbyterian playboy. (Chastened for
regularly arriving late to work at his
uncle’s bank, Castlerosse replied “Yes,
but think how early I leave.”)
Beaverbrook later made him gossip
columnist for the Sunday Express, and on
the eve of World War II sent him to Paris
to suss out the French attitude towards
war. “I haven’t got much further than the
bar at Fouquet’s,” was his response, “but
no one at the bar at Fouquet’s is going to
fight for Danzig.” He died of a heart
attack in 1943, having told Beaverbrook,
“I don’t suppose any man owed so much
to another as I do to you.”
Beaverbrook had little use for the
postwar world, for imperial decline,
American pre-eminence, or the Labour
government. There are few people, not
even soi-disant anachronism Evelyn
Waugh, whom one can see prospering
less in the nitrogen-rich socialist chill of
Clement Attlee’s postwar Britain.
Beaverbrook made a slow yearly orbit
from London to New York to New
Brunswick to Nassau to the South of
France, where he entertained Churchill,
by then a drooling octogenarian. He
wrote several histories, and in 1963 he
married the half-Greek widow of his
Canadian friend Sir James Dunn, a
woman who had parlayed an 8-to-1 payoff in a horse race into a sizable fortune,
and with her inheritance had a bank balance to rival Beaverbrook’s own. He
died in 1964, and the greater portion of
his ashes are apparently secreted inside a
statue of him in Fredericton, New
Brunswick. IJ
~

~
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PROMISE AND POWER:
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ROBERT McNAMARA

Deborah Shapley
Little, Brown! 734 pages ls24.95

reviewed by FRANZ M . OPPENHEIMER

I

n the days of Camelot the name
Robert McNamara was a synonym
for administrative genius. Now
Deborah Shapley has written a magnificent book about him. With the readability of a Raymond Chandler mystery, it
brings alive not only Robert Strange
McNamara but also twenty traumatic
years of American history. Shapley’s
research is meticulous, but after 700,
pages we are still left wondering about
her subject: Is he a latter-day Don
Quixote, shaped not by knightly romance
but by case studies of the Harvard
Business School, tilting against demons
to redress the ills of the world? Or a latter-day Mrs. Jellyby, feeding her ego
with missionary zeal for African heathens while neglecting to feed her children? Or none of these, but just an arnbitious careerist, devious and mendacious
in climbing to titles, awards, and publicity, groveling before his masters while
bullying his subordinates? Or is there, as
David Halberstam put it, “no gentler
word” for him than that he is “a fool”?
McNamara emerges as a most complex man, uncomfortable except among
the few-like the Kennedys, Tom and
Joan Braden, and Katharine Graham-in
whose prominence he can reflect his
own. No matter how his conduct looks to
himself, when it is seen from the outside,
lying, lust for power, servility, and bullying are constants in his life. Another constant is blind faith in the capacity of an
elite of top managers to achieve results
in large organizations, which, he thought,
were “all the same, whether . . . the Ford
Motor Company, the Catholic Church or
the Department of Defense. Once you get
to a certain scale, they’re all the same.”
Franz M. Oppenheimer is a Washington
lawyer.

For someone with that conviction, listening to individual or institutional experience is superfluous. As president of
the Ford Motor Company, McNamara
gave short shrift to engineers; as secretary of defense he ignored the views of
soldiers, sailors, and airmen; and as president of the World Bank he held the “old
hands” of Eugene Black’s Bank in scorn.
This arrogance seems to have been the
principal cause of the havoc he wrought
with every one of those institutions. The
highlights are widely known: the Edsel at
Ford, the TFX and Vietnam at the
Department of Defense, and the wages of
megalomania at the World Bank.
Shapley tries to exculpate McNamara
when possible. She describes how, at
Ford, McNamara thought the plan to pro.duce the Edsel “absurdly risky” and “a
bad idea.” But McNamara’s sound judgment was never translated into timely
dissent. The Edsel was Henry Ford 11’s
baby, and McNamara, on becoming
group vice president in 1957, with direct
authority over all Ford cars including the
Edsel, had to give the appearance of nurturing it for a while.
McNamara cannot be similarly exculpated for the TFX, eventually known as
the F-1 11. That project was his baby, and
his alone. He could brook no opposition
to the logic that to build one type of plane
meeting the requirements of both the
Navy and the Air Force was more efficient than building two. “Commonality
was the key to efficiency and profits in
manufacturing automobiles at Ford,” and
so it had to be the same in the Catholic
Church and the Department of Defense.
No matter that the secretaries of the Navy
and the Air Force reported that a plane
meeting the requirements of both services
“is not now technically feasible and
would place severe operational penalties

~
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upon the Air Force and Navy,” and that
the Navy’s assistant secretary for
research and development thought that
the “risks of attempting a common
Navy-Air Force fighter were not consistent with national defense interests.”
McNamara, “with no feel for the physical
problems of advanced engineering,”
rammed his project down the experts’and ultimately Congress’s-throats.

I

t is in the cover-up of cost overruns
and the deficiencies of the TFX that
McNamara’s resort to lies becomes
most apparent. Already during the Cuban
missile crisis, senior commanders in the
Navy had concluded that “McNamara
was a ‘liar’ in his dealings with them.”
McNamara’s defense before the Senate
Government Operations Committee of
his decision to award the TFX contract to
General Dynamics rather than Boeing
was riddled with inaccuracies and manipulated data. McNamara even fostered
lying by his subordinates, intimidating
them to the extent that they preferred
giving him cooked-up reports that
pleased rather than true ones that displeased him. Messengers bearing bad
news had short lives under McNamara.
The really big lies ‘came with t h e
Vietnam war. In February 1968,
McNamara untruthfully told the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations under
oath that there had been “no plan for the
bombing of [North Vietnam]” in 1964. In
1965, when the decision to send another
100,000 men had already been made,
McNamara told Congress, “We have no
desire to widen the war.” Throughout his
watch in the Pentagon McNamara kept on
lying-about the plans for escalation,
about the rising estimates of the costs of
escalation, about the military realities in
Vietnam, and, worst of all, about his policy
of seeking a negotiated solution. As had
been the case at Ford, McNamara’s judgment was often better than that of his bosses, Kennedy and Johnson. For instance, he
became convinced early on that the war
could not be won without calling up
reserves and increasing taxes. But in the
end he always settled on being his master’s
voice in insisting that victory was in sight.
In 1967, LBJ allowed McNarnara,
then apparently near a nervous breakdown, to escape from the war to the presidency of the World Bank. He arrived
not chastened by failure but bent on
remaking the bank and the world in his
The American Spectator

own image. When he left the bank in
198I , he had succeeded in the former.
Shapley does a superb job in detailing
the reign of terror, the explosive bureaucratization, and the bad projects for
which the McNamara regime was
responsible. But she gives him too much
credit for such achievements as seeing
that “smallholder agriculture could multiply the Green Revolution and raise
incomes of the poor.” McNamara’s only
real innovation was to turn the bank’s
sound policies into gigantic, megalomaniacal schemes with which to rush ahead
without leaving time for analysis or listening to the staff or to local authorities.
The misguidedness of such methods
should be measured not only by the miserable rates of return they produced but
also by the damage they inflicted on their
supposed beneficiaries: destruction of
thousands of square miles of rain forest
in Brazil and Indonesia, and the brutal
displacement of native tribes.

S.

hapley’s judgments are liberal, and
occasionally nayve. She is unsparing in her vituperation of
McNamara for one of his great achievements: establishing in record time a crushing superiority over the Soviet Union in
nuclear intercontinental missiles. She
attributes the subsequent Soviet military
buildup to the Soviets’ fear of a strong
United States, oblivious-as McNamara
was not-to the fact that the Soviets had
embarked on an enormous program of
constructing medium-range missiles with
which to blackmail Europe. Shapley gives
McNamara credit for going to meet Fidel
Castro in Havana in early 1992, even
though she criticizes him for having made
World Bank loans to wicked regimes. She
endorses Shawcross’s blaming Nixon and
Kissinger for the atrocities of the Khmer
Rouge, and with Paul Kennedy she seems
certain that “the sun [is] lowering on
American world hegemony.”
But these opinions are unintrusive and
do not make Promise and Power any less
an achievement. McNamara’s failures
are not just individual ones but failures
of our corporate and governmental culture-impersonal and obsessed with efficiency and quantifiable objectives. Upon
leaving a demoralized World Bank,
McNamara was elected a director of the
Washington Post, the Bank of America,
Coming Glass, the Transworld Corporation, and Royal Dutch Petroleum. Just

as the collapse of the Evil Empire and
the unmasking of the realities within it
have not dampened collectivist enthusiasms in our universities, the failures of
McNamara did not prevent him from
being the darling of corporate America,
of whose bad judgment he was such an
exemplar. Ci

........................................
CORRESPONDENCE
(continued from page 10)
to privacy. In a 1980 ruling in favor of
the discharge of gay Navy personnel,
Kennedy had briefly observed that some
such government regulation of hornosexual conduct might face constitutional
hurdles and cited liberal Harvard Law
School Prof. Laurence Tribe for support.
This fear that Kennedy might not be a
true believer was enough to knock out
his nomination, at least until after
President Reagan’s unsuccessful attempt
to nominate Judge Douglas Ginsburg.
When the Ginsburg nomination went up
in smoke, these same aides decided that
Kennedy might be all right after all.
Of course, Kennedy had not changed
one bit throughout this process; it was only
the politically correct view of his 1980
opinion that had changed. Indeed, a short
time later he told the Senate Judiciary
Committee that he believed in the existence of a constitutional right to privacy.
As for Greenhouse, if she deserves
even a fraction of the credit (blame) she
is now receiving for reshaping the
Supreme Court, perhaps the legal history
books should refer to the period from
1981 to 1993 as the Greenhouse era, not
the Reagan-Bush era.
-Stephen Wermiel
Associate Professor of Law
Georgia State University
College of Law
Atlanta, Georgia
Terry Eastland replies:
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak
wrote that Justice Kennedy changed his
conference vote i n C a s e y . Linda
Greenhouse wrote that this was not the
case. True, neither Evans and Novak
nor Greenhouse names their sources.
But as I indicated, my central problem
with Greenhouse’s journalism was its
cryptic manner (which Stephen Wermiel
does not defend). As I wrote, she disputed the Evans and Novak account in a
71
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mere subordinate clause. In my view,
this matter deserved at least one complete sentence if not several paragraphs,
whatever the nature of the sourcing
employed (and on a story like this, as
Wermiel knows, sources are quite reluctant to be named).
As for the Greenhouse Effect, I
explained what the term, as coined by
Thomas Sowell, means: “the impact
activist Court reporters . . . can have
upon the decision making of judges like
Kennedy.” Wermiel, a former colleague
of Greenhouse’s who until recently covered the Supreme Court for the Wall
Street Journal, scoffs at the idea.
Obviously, we differ on that. Just as we
differ on the nature of Kennedy’s career
on the Court. My argument is more complex than Wermiel allows. It is that when
appointed to the Court, Kennedy already
had activist tendencies that in the environment of Washington have become
more prominent, as indicated especially
by his work in Casey.
I agree with one point in Wermiel’s
tendentious account of the decision to
nominate Kennedy: the then. Ninth
Circuit judge was hardly the first choice
of many Justice Department officials,
myself included. As for whether
Kennedy is today “the same person” he
was then (and before), Judge Kennedy
never wrote an opinion so intellectually
vacuous as Justice Kennedy’s contribution to the joint opinion in Casey. The
man has “grown”-which
perhaps
explains Kennedy’s appeal to Wermiel,
who I understand is writing a biography
of that gifted but most activist of recent
justices, William Brennan.

The View From Amontillado
It should have been a warning note to
Erik Rieselbach that if Poe maintains his
appeal to adolescents, there may be
something to him that is due more than
grudging respect (Book Reviews, TAS,
March 1993). Mr. Rieselbach diddles on
and on about Poe’s personal life, but
nothing about his poetry nor his short stories. Are we to take it that personal
behavior is the yardstick, rather than
political position? Why were Baudelaire
and the finer poet, MallarmC, so taken by
Poe? I know why, but I won’t tell you.
Same reason for his appeal to “adolescents.” It is not the Morals, nor the
Politics, nor the Economy. And there is
much to be said for Poe’s attitude to the

literary lions of his day: Can you imagine
spending an evening with Longfellow
telling you to go (in bad Latin):
“Excelsior.”
T.S. Eliot envied Poe, quoting “one
of the most beautiful lines in our language.” I wonder if it is quoted in the
two biographies reviewed.
-Gabriel Austin
New York, New York
Erik Rieselbach replies:
As Mr. Austin notices, I was reviewing
biographies, hence the emphasis on
Poe’s personal life. Eliot hardly “envied”
Poe; see his essay “From Poe to ValCry.”
Baudelaire and MallarmC saw in Poe
what they wanted to see, as I suppose
Mr. Austin does. They had the excuse of
not knowing English well.

Any Which Way
Movie critic James Bowman described
as preposterousness Madonna’s latest
cinematic offering, Body of Evidence
(“Alive and Dead,” TAS, March 1993).
He holds this movie up as an example of
Hollywood’s neglect of the truth of life.
If only Mr. Bowman had been in the
theater when I watched Body of
Evidence! He would have been treated to
an all-too-real-life example of the gullibility of the American people. The theater
showed the movie’s reels in the wrong
order, and my companion and I were the
only ones who noticed. The manager of
the theater even had trouble believing me
when I brought the problem to her attention, because “we’ve been showing the
movie all day and no one else has complained. You must be mistaken.”
I was not mistaken. Not only did I
know that the sex act-even when perpetrated by Madonna-must occur in a certain, natural order, but I had also
deduced-undbubtedly from my years of
exposure to Hollywood’s depiction of
real life-that opening statements must
precede the recalling of witnesses in a
murder trial. . . .
-Janice L. Molnar
Upland, California
My Word
Edward Conlon’s Fanoosh story in the
February issue (“Fight to the Fanoosh”)
reminded me of a similar lexicographic
investigation of my own, but one which
took fifty years to solve.
Sometime, it must have been around

12

1940, I heard the term pastafazool. It
may have been a spoken interjection during a jazz vocal by one of the ItalianAmerican musicians of the era. I’m a reference book freak anyway, so I spent the
intervening decades trying to find the
word(s) and a definition. Occasionally I
asked someone familiar with the northeastern U.S. Italian idiom. I never got
anything but an uncomprehending shrug,
although I admit to having spent as little
time as absolutely necessary in the northeastern U.S.
One day in the last two or three years
I found myself staring, unfocused for
several long seconds, at a listing on a
restaurant menu. I finally realized that
my long-sought pastafazool must have
been some routine, regional 1930s corruption of pasta e fagiole (pronounced
past’ eh fah-ZHO-leh and meaning pastaand-peas or, more broadly, pasta with
vegetables).
My singer must have been goomba to
Daily News columnist Reel’s fanoosher.
-Jerry Dorbin
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Does This Mean We Have to Be Kind
to Clinton?
In response to Wladyslaw Pleszczynski’s
remarks about Billy Graham’s Inaugural
prayer in your March issue, remarks that
at first seemed to support those “principles” of “Holy Scripture,” may I simply
remind Mr. Pleszczynski as well as any
person who has the unmitigated nerve to
try to confine Jesus Christ to the “religious right” and their corresponding
positions and tactics, of a few words
from the Holy Bible. “If anyone says, ‘I
iove God,’ yet hates his brother, he is a
liar.” (I John 4:20)
Likewise, in response to Mr.
Pleszczynski’s remarks about the “unrepentant self-righteousness” of certain
individuals, including President Clinton,
consider these words of Jesus Christ:
“Do not judge, or you too ,will be judged.
. . . Why do you look at the speck of
sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay no
attention to the plank in your own eye?’
(Matthew 7: 1,3)
Let me suggest that all of us who
espouse the cause of Christ should be
very careful that we don’t get in the way
and misrepresent His life, His truth, and
His love for all the world.
-Kimberly L. Hyatt
Washington, D. C.
The American Spectator
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HELP WANTED

SITUATIONS WANTED

PUBLICATIONS

The American Spectator: Advertising Assistant.

WRITE-WING CONSERVATIVE. Award-winning
copywriter with right ideas available to do battle for
your cause. Ads, dm campaigns, brochures,
speeches, press releases, ghosting. Call or fax
Gary Davis (617) 984-2680.

SEATBELT LAWS ARE A FRAUD; death by
government1 Details send stamped, self-addressed
envelope: WJH, 5139 S. Rutherford, Chicago,
Illinois 60638.

Job includes sales support, secretarial, accounting,
data entry & customer service. Attention to detail,
good typing skills, computer literacy and public
relations skills required. Resume to: The American
Spectator, Attn: Catherine Campbell, P.O. Box 549,
Arlington, VA 22216-0549.

REAL ESTATE

Publishers! DOONESBILLY Comic Strip. Gregory
Cooks weekly creation available1 619 Arizona, El
Paso, Texas 79902.

The American Spectator: Advertising Account

Executive. Join the advertising sales team of one
of America’s fastest growing magazines. Fast
paced, high volume operation will challenge all
your communications skills. Attention to detail
combined with an ability to effectively convey what
advertising in our magazine can achieve for its
advertisers required. Send resume to: The
American Spectator, Attn: Catherine Campbell,
P.O. Box 549,,Arlington, VA 22216-0549.

ORGANIZATIONS

NUKE THE GREENS1 Join the Chicken Little
Society! Researched quarterly newsletter
$6.00/year. P.O. Box 276130 (A), Boca Raton, FL
33427.

=EDUCATIONDNSTRUCTION

DEFEAT RADICAL FEMINISM Very informative
monthly publication. Membership $24/yr. “Men’s
Defense Network,” Box DD, c/o TAS Classifieds,
P.O. Box 549,. Arlington, VA 22216-0549.

LET’S WRITE FICTION. Ralph Mclnerny, creator
of Father Dowling, on audio tape, 8 lessons,
booklet, album. $19.95 + $2 p&h. VisdMastercard.
Box 495, Notre Dame, IN 46556 or 1-800-8529962.

OUTRAGED AT CLINTON’S PLAN to allow
homosexuals in the military? Find out what you
can do. Take Action1 Call 702-334-1212.

0PUBLICATIONS

AMERICANA

LIBERTARIAN REPUBLICANS Subscribe to

AMERICAN HISTORICAL/PATRIOTIC prints.
Decorative, educational, inexpensive. Commended
designs. Illustrated information $1.OO.Independent
Publications, Box 102, Ridgefield, NJ 07657.

Republican Liberty! Covers campaigns, elections,
elected libertarians, Weld, Zimmer, duPont, 8
Pinkerton. $10.00 a year - Trial Subscription.
Five issues (8-12 pages) plus bulletins. Write RLC,
1717 Apalachee Pkwy. #434, Tallahassee, FL
32301.

VACATIONS

COLORADO CURE: $36,000 for 35 acres.
Bubbling streanis, rolling meadows, incredible
mnts. Call Ed at LPI 719-783-9292.

0 VIDEO CASSElTES

Watch CPAC ’93 on Video!

20th Anniversary Conservative Political
Action Conference was best ever! S e e
Buchanan, Kenip, Rollins, North, Gramm,
Cheney, Bennett, Quayle, Gingrich, Kirkpatrick plus many more top speakers explan how to revitalize thc conservative
movement. Call 1216)867-4978for listing.

-MERCHANDISE

RAILROAD PHOTOS Sample, SASE: Photo, POB
1139, Worc., MA. 01613.

CHR,OME LICENSE PLATE FRAMES: “Don’t Blame
Me I Voted For Bush.“ $12.95 ea. postage & handling included. Ball & Chain Enterprise, 9534 Wintergardens Blvd., Ste. D411, Lakeside, CA 92040.

THE CLINTON ERROR 1993-1997$14.95 American
made T-shirts. larussi, POB37, NYC 10028-0037
(available in quantity) Bumper stickers $2.

I

SECLUDED, OLD FASHIONED FARM on Cape
Breton Island offers rustic log cabins, excellent
meals, tranquility, discount to TAS readers. Write:
John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova Scotia.

Pdltlcally lncort’t$? Tee’s
“The Waffle
; : other
:?! !house’,
sngised Clinto omics,anL

BOOKS

Send for FREE catalog at:
CAGNO SCREEN PRINT

OUT OF PRINT BOOKS LOCATED. Whitted, Box
603-SP, Fairmont, NC 28340.

P

f4

WRITE NOW1 No experience necessary. Your
town. Get paid. SASE to WRITERS, 9792
Edmonds Way, Suite 252-A, Edmonds, WA 98020.

!2--;6,5!3

I #7

e z p u K t i o n dedicatedt i
the huth behind the real power
in the Whitehouse... Hillary! Cwkiiebaking

housewife... or mud-wrestling shedevil?
Run while you can! Samplelssue $4.00;
Cissue subscription, $15.00.Send To:

THE END of man’s rule! CREATION AND
CULMINATION - Price reduced $7.20,
hardcover. DBS Distributors, P.O. Box 296,
Chester, NJ 07930.

“LET’S TALK SENSE T O THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE”

-I
I
I
I

to 8,000 tltles influding 600-1.500 new arrlvais
each month!
Politics, Hlstory. Biography. Fiction, Science.
Literature. Nature, Cooklng. Cardening-something for everyone. An immense selectlon and
with more books at $1.95, 62.95. $3.95 than
(you’ll find anywhere else. Fast shlpment,
monevback euarantee. Write for free Catalog:
I “
BOX15-798.
- 1
FallsVlllage, CT06031

I

1
I

.
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I IHAMILTON
I I I I I I I I I J
The American Spectator

Newsletter for the psephologist, or anyone
interested in an in-depth analysis of
American electoral politics. Predicted
Bush’s defeat at the hands of Clinton on
November 18, 1991. ( D i d anyone else?)
State-by-state popular vote projections
September 10,1992 gave Bush 20 states, 186
electoral votes (was anyone else so close, so
early?). 1992 election analyses, state-bystate, to be published in 1993. LTSTTAP,
Box 535, Hagerman, NM 88232. 1993-94
election cycle (18 issues, plus analyses), $24.

&/dU
RED DEVILS
~~

America cannot afford
to get the facts from
a liberal media.
I

T-Shlrts .......,......
$11.95 + $2.50 shlpping
Sweatshitla ........$21.95 + $2.50 shipping
Available In White or Gray
M-L-XL-XXL (Add $2 for XXL)
Add 5% Soles TOX
Send Check or Money Order to:
Conserva-T’s ‘Please state design number.
shirt type (T or Sweatshirt).
p,o Box 75
shirt Size. ond Shirt Color
Morristown, IN 46,61 (White or Gray).

7
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CLINTON 4 YR "Count Down" Calendar $10 plus
$2 s8h (CA res. add $.82 tax) Send check or
money order to RT Productions 505 So. Beverly
Dr. Suite 8708 Beverly Hills, CA 90212.

-MERCHANDISE

--

BUMPER STICKERS

"I GOT WET WHEN CLINTON SOAKED THE
RICH" Bumper Stickers 2 for $5.00, Sweat Shirts
$24.50. Specify Item, Quantity, Size (UXL). ECI,
P.O. Box 1944, Groton, CT 06340.

NOW MORE THAN EVER! Let 'em know that it's
not your fault1 Bumper Sticker - DON'T BLAME
ME, IVOTED REPUBLICAN. 2 lines, red block on
white. $2.00 for 1. $9.00 for 5, $17.00 for 10.
$30.00 for 20, larger orders negotiable. Send cash,
check or MO to All Right Now 8421 N. Evergreen
Ave. Indianapolis,IN 46240-2335.

"BILL LIED" Bumper Sticker $2. Caleb Gluck, P.O.
Box 24066, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
"I SUPPORT A STRONG, MORAL MILITARY" and
"I'M BEGINNING TO MISS THE CARTER
ADMINISTRATION" bumper stickers, $3 each, 3
or more $2 each. Ben Pendleton, 310 West Burke
St., Martinsburg, W.V. 25401.

"IMPEACH HILLARY!," "INHALE TO THE
CHIEF!," "DON'T BLAME ME, I DIDN'T VOTE
FOR HILLARY" bumper stickers - $3 each or
choice with a Clinton Quarterly subscription for
only $1O/yr. Unabashed jokes, documented facts,
and substantive ammunition for conservative
sanity under HilVBilly. Distributech, P.O. Box 3073B, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.

SOCKS FROM HOME
CameronWoolens featuresWigwam Socks at competitive prices. Numerousstvlesavailable. Choosefromcotton. woolen, and wicking Socks. Call

PORK BARREL TRADING CARDS. 15 card set,
$5.95 + $1.00 S+H. Fat Sow Productions, Box
149, Ripley WV 25271.

I voted for
CHANGE
and I got
was this IOUSY
T-SHIRT

"A RELIABLE SOURCE HAS JUST CONFIRMED
THE NEWS MEDIA SUCKSI" $3.00 each or 6 for
$10.00, Island Sign Service, 875 Waimanu St.
#319, Honolulu, HI 96813-5264.

The DemoGREEDic party i s n o w totally in control.

Black on white orwhits on Biack

EXPRESS YOURSELF
Black w/White or White w/Biack
Specify color,size(XXL Add 12.00)

"REAGAN - THE GREAT COMMUNICATOR,
CLINTON - THE GREAT FABRICATOR" $3.00,
2/$5.00, 5/$10.00. Check, cash, or MO to
Clinochio, 728 Stonebridge Way, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523.

"IMPEACH CLINTON" or "IMPEACH HILLARY"
bumper stickers. $3.00 Each or 10 for $20.00.
Cash or Check + SASE to Performance
Packaging, 3705 Norma, Garland, TX 75042-7058.

White Tee w/ Black logo
100% preshrunk cotton.
$12 includes p&h. Sues S'XXL, XXL add $1. Send
check or M.O. to: Right
Influence, Dept. A, 4925
181st PL SW, L Y M W ~ ,
WA 98037

T-SHIRTS

-

1) IF YOU VOTED FOR CLINTON, YOU MUST
HAVE INHALED 2) WHO THE HELL ELECTED
HILLARY? 3) MY GOAL IS TO MAKE UNDER
$30,000 THIS YEAR 4) SENIORS HAVE PAID
ENOUGH, NO NEW "CONTRIBUTIONS." Quality
bumper stickers. $3.00 ea. or all four $10.00. Send
cash, check or M.O. w/SASE to: J.V. Marketing
P.O. Box 3023, Mission Viejo, CA 92690.

GOD BLESS
AMERICA (-d,--m
Cowmils k w 1992

-

BLUE €
RED
i
ON WHITE PLASTIC 6"x9"
CHECK, CASH OR M.O.TO: DEXTER. P.O.
BOX 747 OREGON CITY, OR 97045.
1..$3, 2..$5. 5..$10- (SBH INC.)

IF CLINTON IS THE ANSWER, IT MUST BE A
REAL STUPID QUESTION Bumper sticker printed
on removable stock. Send $2 cash check or MO +
SASE to Success Graphics 876 Tower Road,
Mundelein, IL 60060.

BUMPER STICKERS D

FWsoarf in's 1993 Bumw sticker #l , send $3.50to;
SPARLIN AGENCY INC.
2405 Eart'llh shed (sulsA).JOarly M
OW1

IS IT "1 996"YET?

A

I t W P

Red, white 8 M e !
$2ea/$1.5oea loor
m.Sendchedcor

Milwaukee, WI 53234

B

moneyorderpayablem:

I

I

HOCHIMINHTRAIL
LED TO THE

WHITE HOUSE

I

.l._(¶I

FROM A CHICKEN IN EVERY POT

II I

Psalm2 Ministies
P.O. Box 200
woden. Tx 75978

I 1 DON'T BLAME ME! %
1 IVOTED FOR BUSH

$2.50 ea. 4/$8.00 12/$20.00
To Order, Call or Write:
W.C. deadin e P.O. BOX 32547 Balto., MD 21208
419-944-0128 (Credit card orders)
VISA. MIC. CHECKS, or MONEY ORDERS

-4

Send $3 per s t d m or 4 slickers for $10
Flax-Pro P.0 Box 498947 Clnannatl. OH 45249

Advertise in Classifieds and get results!
The American Spectator
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................................................................................................................................
BUMPER

BUMPER

I I

STICKERS

STICKERS

DON'T BLAME ME,
I VOTED FOR BUSH

I

$2.50 EA. 2 FOR $4.00 6 FOR $10
25 or more $1 S O EA
I 0 0 or more $1.10 EA

Politix Grafix
15505 Bull Run Road, Suite 201

Miami Lakes, FL.33014

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

BEAUTIFUL, INTELLIGENT, GREEN-EYED
BRUNETTE-39, Manhattan, business professional,
honest, witty and feminine, passionate in interests
and nature, seeks conservative-minded, marriageminded, honorable, successful gentleman, in 40s,
to cherish. Your interests might include politics,
running, jazz, islands, but good character primary
qualification.'Informative note and photo please,
will exchange. Reply to: Box DA, c/o TAS
Classifieds, P.O. Box 549, Arlington, VA 222160549.

THAVASIAN LADIES DESIRE lifemates. Free
brochure. TAL, Box 937 (AN) Kailua-Kona, 'Hawaii
96745-0937 (808) 329-5559.

ASIAN LADIES DESIRE CORRESPONDENCEI
Overseas, sincere, attractive. Worlds # I Service!
Free details, photos! SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL Dept. HE, Box 5500, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
96745. (808) 325-7707.
JAPANESE WOMEN seek friendship! Free
information. Pacific Century, 110 Pacific #208-JX,
San Francisco, CA 9411 1. (816) 942-1668.
ATTRACTIVE ORIENTAL LADIES seeking
correspondence, marriage. Dignified presentations
since 1984. Asian Experience, Box 1214TR,
Novato, CA 94948. (415) 897-2742.

i
I

add 7kXsales tax

1-

nwm mmmu

PairAdWorks
EO.Box180113
0allas.TX 75218

I'MAVETERAN

/I

BUMPER STICKER
IMPEACH CLINTON NOW I
$2 each; 3 for $5; write for uantity price.
White on red background. Lktgbt Stickem,

MOVING?

I
Don't forget TAS Address
I
I
Changes Made Easy!
I
II 1. Please write your new address in I
I
I the space provided.
I 2. Attach the mailing label from your II
I
most recent issue.
I
I 3. Return this form to us at the
I
I
address listed below.
I
I That's all there is to it. Justbe sure to I
I allow six weeks for your change to I
I
take effect.
I
I
I
I
The American Spectator
I
I
Circulation Department,
I
I
P.O. Box 549
I
I
Arlington, VA 22216-0549
I
I

Bumperstickers $2.95 each, 2 for $5.00
Send check or mone order. to:
HRP, 4336 Forest Hill Bkd, Suite 160
West Palm Beach, FL 33406

I I didn't vote for Hillarfl
-

New!! Bumper sticker deslgned in red. whlte I blue t1.00:ach.
Send $1.00 per bumper sticker (check or money order) and a selladdressed, stamped envelope to: RH Communications-OEM;
P.O. Box 301177; Elcondido. CA 92030-1177.

1

I

I

I

I
(Please attach address label here.)
I
IMPORTANT
Allow six weeks for address change.
I
I
I I3 Renew my subscription for one
I year (twelve issues-$35)
II a Payment enclosed
I 0 Bill me later
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

iName:

(PlCWc

!Address:

Iciv:
[State:

Advertise and get results in The
American Svectator Classifieds!

iI

I
(Date of change:

Zip:

Pnnt1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
insertions.
I
I A d Classification:

I
I
I

1 Name:
I
I
1 Address:
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

city:

I

State:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please Prmt

Your ad(s) will begin with the first
available issue.
Send ad c o p y with payment and this

form to:

'

The American Spectator
Classified Department, P.O. Box 549
Arlington, Virginia 22216-0549

~~

The American Spectator

I

I CLASSIFIEDORDER
I
FORM
I
I ~ates:$2.70 per word
I
(+$14 per ad for TAS box
I
n u m b e r if desired.)
I *$lo5 per c o l u m n I n c h for
I classified display ads (max. 3").
I Pre-payment required for all ads.
I ( O t h e r restrictions m a y apply.)
I
I
Special Discount Offer:
I Pre-pay for 3 ads get a 4th ad free.
I
I Enclosed IS: $
for-

75
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New York Times
Arkansas chic sweeps Manhattan:
Judge Patricia M. Wald and Robert L.
Wald of Washington have announced the
engagement of their daughter Frederica
Nora Wald to Roger Sherman, a son of
Justice and Mrs. Burton Sherman of New
York. A September wedding is planned.
Ms. Wald, 35, is a senior marketing manager at Time Warner Inc. in New York. She
graduated cum laude from Wesleyan
University. She and her fiancC received MBA
degrees from the University of Pennsylvania.
Her mother, who was President
Clinton’s first choice for Attorney General
but declined the appointment, is a judge of
the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia and was the first
woman to serve as chief judge of that court.
Ms. Wald’s father. . .
[February 28, 19931

APA Newsletters
(American Philosophical Association)
A typical university cosmopolitan, one
who knows the ways of the French
gourmand, brings her merkin to the
barricades:
I am a white lesbian, forty-eight years old
and I have a beard. Sort of a double goatee
affair that grows on either side of my chin. I
have had it for about sixteen years. When I
first realized I was growing a beard, not just
a few chin hairs, I was shocked. I identified
strongly as a feminist, but was not ready‘for
this test of my will and resolve not to appear
at least moderately feminine in this world of
strict masculine/feminine dichotomies.
Besides, until the beard came, I did not realize what deep recesses of desire to be “pretty” in a traditionally feminine way I harbored. The beard, if let grow, would certainly end the possibility of a purely feminine
appearance for me. It took me over a year to
stop shaving it altogether. By then I had
moved to liking it a lot and putting some
effort into seeing to it that it appeared neat
and not unkempt by, for instance, keeping
crumbs out of it when I ate croissants.
[Fall 19921

News-Leader
(Springfield, Missouri)
Miss June McGaughey-apparently a
political scientist or historian at some
small college-pipes up on behalf of
National Salvation:
The almighty God has lifted up William
Clinton to lead this country through the
most perilous times in its history. Every
one of us must help our courageous young
president with everything he wants done.
The vision he unveiled to America the
night of Feb. 17 must never be forgotten. It
will become a reality. We have been called
to take up arms. We dare not fail in the terrible battle that has begun.
President Clinton is America’s last hope
for liberation from its cruel bondage.
[February 24,19931

Ha rva rd
The official house organ of Harvard
gets another puritanical bull from the
morally incontinent Thurston Smith:
I feel obliged to respond to the full-page pho.tograph on page 76 of the January-February
issue, showing Thomas Kershaw, M.B.A.
’62, tailgating before the Harvard-Yale football game, eating a chicken leg and holding
out his Bloody Mary glass for a refill.
. . . As one who is concerned with educating Harvard-Radcliffe men and women
about responsibility in drinking, I find the
glorification of Kershaw as a “partygoer
par excellence” extremely distressing. As
long as he does not break the law (and I
hope he was not driving that day), Kershaw
of course has the right to behave as he
wishes. Your magazine, however, should
refrain from presenting this picture as the
ultimate way to enjoy “The Game.”
I will leave my other reactions to the fur
coat and to the overall promotion of
Harvard’s unfortunate and incorrect image as
an elite and snobbish institution for another
time.
-Thurston Smith, C. A. S. ’71
Associate Registrar,
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Harvard University
[April 19931
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Federal News Service
In the aftermath of the bombing of the
World Trade Center, the Hon. Mario
Cuomo suffers a gruesome case of logorrhea right there in the “safest” city in
the world-safer even than Beirut or
Washington, D.C.:
As far as apprehension is concerned, we all
have that feeling-that feeling of being
violated. It is.still true that this is the safest
place in the world, that you have the best
law enforcement people, the best fire service people, the best public employees, the
best federal investigative unit in the whole
world. All of them working together. You
will have now a heightened security in
every way that it can be heightened. You
have on the state side-I assume this will
happen with other governments as wellall state officials working harder to enforce
codes, working more diligently at every
security measure that you can take. All of
that will be done.
And so, what used to be the safest place
in the world will be safer still. . . .
[February 27, 19931

San Francisco Chronicle
Beyond the devilry of R. Limbaugh!
With poetiy and svelte syllogism Miss
Susan Margolis (author of F a m e ! )
exhorts all Americans to follow Him:
Remember, near the end of Casablanca,
when Ingrid Bergman and her husband ask
Humphrey Bogart to give them exit visas
so they can escape to safety and keep working to defeat the Nazis?
. . . Right now, according to recent
polls, three quarters of Americans are
Ingrid Bergman and her husband. We’ve
all got our personal fights and fortunes to
consider, but Bill Clinton, our Bogart,
holds everybody’s exit visas-his economic plan-which could free us from dictatorship of the deficit and possibly lead to a
happy ending. . . .
Maybe, just maybe, Clinton is eveiything he seems to be: a man disciplined and
smart enough to have figured out what he

